
“You had better live and 
act Your best and think 
Your best todaY; for todaY 
is the sure preparation for 
tomorrow and all the other 
tomorrows that follow.”F
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New York Chapter

“whatever i have tried 
to do in life, i have tried 

with all mY heart to 
do it well; whatever i 

have devoted mYself to, 
i have devoted mYself 

completelY in great aims 
and in small.”  
charles dickens

harriet martineau
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the london library has always been 
defined both spiritually and financially by 
its independence. indeed, the library has 
managed to remain self–financing throughout 
its history, thanks to the recognition by 
generous men and women of the important 
role the library plays in the world of letters 
and literary culture.

with the help of andrew cavendish, 11th 
duke of devonshire, the international friends 
of the london library was created a quarter 
of a century ago to foster us interest in the 
london library. 

since then the support of The Library's 
International Friends has been vital to its 
continued good-health.

last year, the founders’ circle was 
established in london. rather like our original 
founders, it is a group of members dedicated 
to supporting the running of the library year 
by year, ensuring that it has the means to 
continue at the service of all who have need 
of its intellectual capital. the new founders’ 
circle has been named in honor of the first 
500 members who backed the library at  
its inception.

we are now establishing the founders’ 
circle in america.  
as is the case in london, there will be  

three levels of membership:

Dickens: $10,000 
Thackeray: $5,000 
Martineau: $2,500

Membership 
Benefits 
membership benefits will include full 
annual membership of the library, 
invitations to all events in new York and all 
founders’ circle events organized for the 
london chapter which includes visits with 
authors and an opportunity to see other 
libraries and literary collections often not 
open to the public.

Founders’ 
Circle

Founders’ 
Circle USA
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The LoNDoN LIBrArY is an exceptional british institution 
with broad international connections. it was founded 

in 1841 by thomas carlyle and a group of 500 “first” 
subscribers who set the library on its feet and insured 

its future. the stunning victorian library building 
housing the current library is located in st James’s 

square, off piccadilly and is a literary refuge  
in the heart of the capital for all its members.

as the uk’s leading literary institution, its unique 
collection continues to play a central role in the 

intellectual life of the nation.

open to all, it is dedicated to the advancement 
of education, learning and knowledge. among 
its members are many active novelists, 
historians, journalists, playwrights and actors 
who are assisted by the library in their 
research; in this respect its benefits extend to 
millions more readers worldwide.

the library houses more than one million books 
and periodicals in over 50 languages. from 
rare 16th century books to latest electronic 
publications the library is a contemporary 
resource which maintains quality in an age 
when the quantity of words is superabundant.

“the world is a 
looking glass 
and gives back 
to everY man the 
reflection of his 
own face.”

william makepeace 
thackeray


